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This volume, with one hundred new articles, supplements the award-winning 10-volume Encyclopedia of World Cultures, which was also organized and prepared by the Human Relations Area Files (HRAF) at Yale University, and published by G. K. Hall/Macmillan Library Reference between 1991 and 1996. The volume includes three kinds of entries. One kind is an important culture that was not included, for one reason or another, in the original encyclopedia. These new cultures are located in most regions of the world, but especially in Africa and North America. For example, Rwandans and Barundi are now included. New or updated articles on cultures that have been strongly affected by recent political events are a second kind of entry here. For example, the wars in the former Yugoslavia required expansions and updates of the articles on the Bosnian Muslims, Albanians, and Serbs, and the Afghanistan war called for revisions of the articles on the Tajiks and Uzbeks. Finally, there originally were only short entries on some important cultures, including some that are of classic interest in anthropology (for example, Crow, Zulu). These have now been expanded and updated.

In preparing this supplement, we have asked for advice from many scholars and contributors. We particularly thank our advisory editors, Norma Diamond (China), Terence E. Hays (Oceania), Paul Hockings (South Asia, East and Southeast Asia), M. Marlene Martin (North America), and Johannes Wilbert (South America) for suggestions about which cultures to add, enlarge, and update, and possible authors. The cultures described here are listed alphabetically. The cultural summaries generally provide a mix of information— demographic, historical, social, economic, political, and religious. But the emphasis is on the culture, on the ways of life of the people, past and present. This is an anthropological reference work, designed for comparing the ways of life of cultures around the world. Usually the authors of the entries are anthropologists who have first-hand experience with the cultures they describe.
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Programming Pearls (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1999
"The first edition of Programming Pearls was one of the most influential    books I read early in my career, and many of the insights I first encountered    in that book stayed with me long after I read it. Jon has done a wonderful job    of updating the material. I am very impressed at how fresh the new examples    seem."
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Task Models and Diagrams for Users Interface Design: 5th International Workshop, TAMODIA 2006, Hasselt, Belgium, October 23-24, 2006, Revised PapersSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the 5th International Workshop on Task Models and Diagrams for User Interface Design, TAMODIA 2006, held in Hasselt, Belgium in October 2006.
The 23 revised full papers presented together with 1 invited paper were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions for...
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The Art of Game Design: A book of lensesMorgan Kaufmann, 2008

	Anyone can master the fundamentals of game design no technological expertise is necessary. The Art of Game Design: A Book of Lenses shows that the same basic principles of psychology that work for board games, card games and athletic games also are the keys to making top-quality videogames. Good game design happens when you view your...
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XPages Extension Library: A Step-by-Step Guide to the Next Generation of XPages ComponentsIBM Press, 2012


	XPages is a truly groundbreaking technology. Its initial release in 2009 revolutionized web application

	development on Notes®/Domino® and brought new life and vibrancy to the developer community.

	As a runtime framework built on top of standards-based technologies and open source

	libraries, it greatly simplified the art of...
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Multimodal Interactive Pattern Recognition and ApplicationsSpringer, 2011

	Our interest in human–computer interaction started with our participation in the TT2
	project (“Trans–Type-2”, 2002–2005—http://www.tt2.atosorigin.es), funded by the
	European Union (EU) and coordinated by Atos Origin, which dealt with the development
	of statistical-based technologies for computer...
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.NET Framework Standard Library Annotated Reference, Volume 1: Base Class Library and Extended Numerics Library, 1/eAddison Wesley, 2004
Edited by a Lead Program Manager on Microsoft's .NET Framework team, .NET Framework Standard Library Annotated Reference, Volume 1, is the definitive reference for the .NET Framework base class library. This book/CD set utilizes extensive annotations and code samples from the creators of the technology to...
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